Fulfillment
Collapse the supply chain and reach
patients faster with anticipatory logistics,
home delivery, and final mile solutions.

E-Commerce

Fulfillment

Final-mile delivery is set to become
a critical competitive battleground for the
pharmaceutical industry in the coming age
of e-commerce and instant fulfillment.
Pharmacy

A fully integrated component of our direct-to-patient
platform, Medvantx’s Fulfillment solutions collapse the

To ensure the independence and long-term
viability of their brands, manufacturers
need to establish a final-mile strategy that
will be able to keep pace with the evolution
of consumer demand in the years ahead.

supply chain and bring manufacturers closer to patients.
With the industry’s only end-of-runway pharmacy, we
enable manufacturers to reach patients anywhere in
just hours. Partnering with UPS, we offer the largest
dedicated healthcare storage and logistics capabilities
in the U.S.
We’re redefining fulfillment with innovative final mile
solutions that leverage anticipatory logistics and
proprietary technology.

61% of internet users would pay more
for same-day delivery

82% of shoppers want same-day
shipping options

64% of millennials are more likely purchase
online if same-day is an option

25% of shoppers would abandon their cart

if same-day delivery was unavailable

Our Fulfillment Solutions
Feature anticipatory logistics that enable manufacturers to reach patients anywhere in just hours
Are supported by the industry’s only end-of-runway specialty pharmacy, centrally located in
Louisville, KY with 24/7 fulfillment and the latest order cut-off time (1am EDT)
Include the largest dedicated healthcare storage and logistics capabilities in the U.S.
Give you innovative final-mile solutions featuring proprietary technology
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A N T I C I PATO RY LO G I S T I C S .

Get Started
Today
How can Medvantx bring your
pharmaceutical brand closer to
patients? Contact us to find out.

medvantx.com
info@medvantx.com
866.744.0621

Final Mile
Solutions

H O M E D E L I V E R Y.
FINAL MILE SOLUTIONS.

“Medvantx is a true extension of our team.
It’s been a real partnership in terms of
how we put this strategy together.”
Senior Director
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
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